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By letter of 22 May 1981, the Political Affairs Committee requested 

authorisation to draw up an annual report on human rights in the world. 

• By letter of 30 June 1981, the committee was authorised to draw up 

annually a report on this subject. 

By letter of 8 November 1984,the Political Affairs Committee requested 

confirmation of this decision, which was accorded by plenary on 14 January 1985. 

On 20 December 1984 the Political Affairs Committee appointea Mrs van den HEUVEL 

rapporteur. 

The following motions for resolution were referred to the Political Affairs 

Committee by plenary at its sittings of: 

- 11 September 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ?ANNELLA on the constant 

violation of individual and ethnic rights by the USSR and the attitude of the 

countries of the Community (doc. 2-371/84>, 

- 11 September 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr William NEWTON DUNN 

on the Hungarian minority in Romania <doc. 2-373/84>, 

- 13 September 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr PORDEA on the 

Hungarian minority in Romania <doc. 2-545/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the . 

death of hunger strikers in Morocco (doc. 2-571/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr LOMAS on refugees from 

the Indonesian province of Irian Jaya <doc. 2-605/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on the fate of 

Mark HUNTER and Patricia and Derek HANEKOM, who are accused of high treason 

in South Africa (doc. 2-623/84), 

-9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERTonthe massacres 

in Uganda (doc. 2-624/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH on the 

abduction of Mrs Jolanda Consuela Rodriguez Arteaga and her daughter Dina 

Patricia Cardoza Rodriguez (doc. 2-631/84) 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH.on the 

situation of refugees in Papua New Guinea (doc. 2-632/84) 

- 23 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ADAM and others on 

women of the Royal household and other political prisoners in Ehtiopia 

Cdoc. 2-738/84>, 
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- 25 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Ms TONGUE and others on 

Human Rights in Pakistan (doc. 2-896/84), 

- 13 September 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr GAIBISSO and 

Mr POMILIO on the need for concrete measures to abolish different forms of 

slavery in practice in the world (doc. 2-541/84), 

- 13 November 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr DEPREZ on violations 

of human rights in Argentina (doc. 2-906/84), 

- 13 N0•'ember 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr COLLINS on violations 

of h••m?n rigr+s, including arbitrary arrest, incommunicado detention, extra

judicial executions and the practice of torture in the Syrian Arab Republic 

(doc. 2-921/84), 

- 15 November 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr HAbSDURu ~~~ others 

on the case of the political prisoners Valerij Martschenko and Victor Nekipelow 

in the Soviet Union (doc. 2-974/84), 

- 12 December 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs HEINRICH on the arrest 

of Otelo de Carvalho and a Large number of Portuguese opposition politicians 

<doc. 2-986/84), 

12 December 1984, motion for a resolution t~~Led by Mr GLINNE on the disappearance 

of Alaide Foppa de Solorzano (doc. 2-1005/84), 

- 12 December 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on the trial of six Yugoslav intellectuals (doc. 2-1055/84), 

- 12 December 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr PRAG and others on the 

suppression of human rights and trade union activity in Libya (doc. 2-1090/84), 

- 12 December 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the 

trial of dissidents in Yugoslavia (doc. 2-1120/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the 

abduction of a Colombian family (doc. 2-1249/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs DURY on the persecution 

of Baha'is in Iran (Doc. 2-1251/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the human 

rights situation in Yugoslavia <doc. 2-1258/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ROELANTS du VIVIER 

and others calling for the release of Mr Balakhonov (doc. 2-1267/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VERGEER and others 

on the situation in Uganda (doc. 2-1292/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr BERSANI and others on the 

recent arrests in South Africa (doc. 2-1293/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH and others 

on the detention of Kamoj~ Wachiina (Kenya)(doc. 2-1307/84), 
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- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH and 

Mrs BLOCH VON BLOTTNITZ on the detention of the philology studertSorjan Popadjuk 

• in the USSR (doc. 2-1309/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH and 

Mrs WEBER on the release of the Filipino trade unionist Crispin Beltran 

(doc. 2-1310/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr GLINNE and others on 

torture in Zaire (doc. 2-1435/84), 

- 11 Feburary 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SEAL and others on 

the banning of political parties in Pakistan (doc. 2-1473/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr DEPREZ and others on 

the situation of persons in Yugoslavia imprisoned or charged on the grounds 

of their beliefs (doc. 2-1508/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the tragic 

situation of the Baha'i Community in Iran <doc. 2-151B/g4), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the situation 

of Jorge PALMA DONOSA, Carlos ARANEDA MIRAND~ and Hugo MARCHANT MOYA, prisoners 

in Chile <doc. 2-1519/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the political 

and economic situation in Chile and the return of emigrants, including 

Bernardo VARGAS (doc. 2-1520/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on the violation of human rights in Albania (doc. 2-1535/84), 

- 15 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on the United Nations Convention against torture (doc. 2-1580/84), 

- 15 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on the disappearance of Serge Berten (doc. 2-1584/84), 

- 15 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on torture in Afghanistan (doc. 2-1587/84), 

- 15 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on executions in Iran (doc. 2-1589/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the 

imprisonment of Suleyman Yasar (doc. 2-556/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr KUIJPERS and 

Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE on the trial of 56 intellectuals in Turkey (doc. 2-568/84), 

- 9 October 1984, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr STAES on the fourth 

anniversary of the coming to power of the military regime in Turkey and events 

there condoned or instigated by the Turkish government (doc. 2-595/84), 
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and death sentences in Turkey Cdoc. 2-1492/84), 

- 11 February 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the 

imprisonment in Turkey of Mr TAMER KAYAS (doc. 2-1521/84>, 

- 11 March 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr BERNARD-REYMOND on the 

rights of Australian aborigines <doc. 2-1666/84), 

J 11 March 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on recent 

arrests in Chile <doc. 2-1681/84>, 

- 11 March 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK and 

Mr ARNDT on persecution of Jews in the USSR (doc. 2-1697184>, 

- 11 March 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on recent 

arrests in Chile (doc. 2-1768/84), 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr STAV~OU and others on the 

hunger strike by Spiros and Ilias LEKKAS (doc. 2-1879/84>, 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr COLLINS on the Human Rights 

Convention (doc. 82-28/85>, 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ZARGES and others on the 

violation of human r.ights in the German Democratic Republic in the case of the 

German national Mr Ernst-Hubert von Michaelis, of Arolsen {~ederal Republic 

of Germany (doc. 82-44/85>, 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

• 

Mr KUIJPERS on the repression of the Turkish minority in Bulgaria <doc. 82-61/85) 

- 15 April 1985, 

Mr KUIJPERS on 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

the fate of tdvart Arutunian and other dissidents in the USSR 

<doc. 82-62/85>, 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and 

Mr KUIJPERS on the fate of the Kurdish minority in Turkey (doc. 82-63/85), 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH on the 

arrest of several persons in November 1984 in the Republic of Haiti (doc. 82-64/8,. 

- 15 April 1985, motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on the fate of 

Ayaz Samoo who has been sentenced to death by a military court in Pakistan 

<doc. 82-70/85>. 
The Committee on Development and Cooperation, the Committee on Budgets, 

the Committee on External Econqmic ~elations, the Committee on Legal Affairs 

and Citizens' Rights and the Committee on Women's Rights were asked for an opinio 

At its meetings of 26 November 1984, 19 December 1984, 24 January 1985, 

27 February 1985, 22 March 1985, the Subcommittee on Human Rights of the 

pOLitical Affairs Committee considered the draft report. 

At its meetings of 24-26 April 1985 and 22-24 May 1985 the Political 

Affairs Committee considered the draft report. 

It adopted the motion for a resolution as a whole on 24 May 1985 by 

20 votes in favour and 4 against with 7 abstentions. 
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The following took part in the vote: Mr FORMIGONI, chairman; Mr HANSCH, 

vice-chairman; Lord DOURO, vice-chairman; Mrs van den HEUVEL, rapporteur; 

~ Mr BALFE (deputising for Mrs CHARZAT), Mr BERNARD-REYMOND, Mr BETTIZA, 

~1r CROUX, Lady ELLES, Mr ERCINI (deputising tor Mr DE ~UTA), i·lrs FLESC:~ (deputising for Mr DENIAU), 

Mr B. FRIEDRICH, Mr GAWRONSKI, Mr GRAEFE ZU BARINGDORF (deputising for 

Mrs HAMMERICH), Mr HABSBURG, Mr KLEPSCH, Mrs LENZ? Mr LOMAS, Mr NEWENS, 

Mr PELIKAN (deputising for Mr MARTELLI), Mr PENDERS, rlrs PIERMONT, Mr PLASKOVITIS, 

Mr POETTERING, Mr PRAG, r;r SEAL (deputising for Mr AMADEI), Mr TZOUNIS (deputising 

for Mr BOUTOS), Mr VErtGEER (d~putising for Mr ANTONIOZZI), Mr WALTER, 

Mr WEDEKIND (deputising for r.r BLUMENFELD), and Mr ZAGAR! (deputising for 

Mr SEEFELD). 

The opinion of the Committee on Development and Cooperation is attached. 

The Committee on Budgets, the Comm~ttee on External Economic Relations, the 

Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights and the Committee on Women's 

Rights decided not to deliver an opinion. 

The report was tabled on 30 May 1985. 

The deadline for tabling amendments to this report will be indicated in 

the draft agenda for the part-session at which it will be debate~. 
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A 

The Political Affairs Committee hereby submits to the European Parliament the 

following motion for a resolution, together with explanatory statement: 

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 

on human rights in the world for the year 1984 and Community policy on human rights 

The European Parliament, 

having regard to the following motions for resolution: 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ?ANNELLAOn the constant violation of 

individual and ethnic rights by the USSR and the attitude of the countries 

of the Community <doc. 2-371/84) 

-motion for a resolution tabled by Mr William NEWTON DUNN en the Hungarian 

minority in Romania (doc. 2-373/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr PORDEA on the Hungarian minority in 

Romania <doc. 2-545/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the death of 

hunger strikers in Morocco <doc. 2-571/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr LOMAS on refugees from the Indonesian 

Province of Irian Jaya (doc. 2-605/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on the fate of Mark HUNTER and 

Patricia and Derek HANEKOM, who are accused of high treason in South Africa 

Cdoc. 2-623/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on the massacres in Uganda 

(doc. 2-624/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH on the abduction of 

Mrs Jolanda Consuela Rodriguez Arteaga and her daughter Dina Patricia Cardoza 

Rodriguez Cdoc. 2-631/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH on the situation of refugees 

in Papua New Guinea Cdoc. 2-632/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ADAM and others on women of the Royal 

household and other political prisoners in Ethiopia (doc. 2-738/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Ms TONGUE and others on Human Rights 1n 

Pakistan (doc. 2-896/84) 

-·motion for a resolution tabled by Mr GAIBISSO and Mr POMILIO on the need for 

concrete measures to abolish different forms of slavery in practice in the 

world (doc. 2-541/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr DEPREZ on violations of human rights 

in Argentina (doc. 2-906/84) 
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- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr COLLINS on violations of human rights, 

including arbitrary arrest, incommunicado detention, extrajudicial executions 

and the practice of torture in the Syrian Arab Republic (doc. 2-921/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr HABSBURG and others on the case of the 

p~Litical prisoners Valerij Martschenko and Victor Nekipelow in the Soviet ~ 

Union <doc. 2-974/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs HEINRICH on the arrest of Otelo de Carvalho 

and a Large number of Portuguese opposition politicians (doc. 2-986/84) 
- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr GLINNE on the disappearance of 

Alaide Foppa de Solorzano (doc. 2-1005/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the trial of six Yugoslav intellectuals (doc. 2-1055/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr PRAG and others on the suppression of 

human rights and trade union activity in Libya Cdoc. 2-1090/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK en the trial of dissidents 

in Yugoslavia (doc. 2-1120/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the abduction of a 

Colombian family (doc. 2-1249/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs DURY on the ~~~rsecution of Baha'is in 

Iran <doc. 2-1251/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the human rights situation in 

Yugoslavia (doc. 2-1258/84) 

-motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ROELANTS du VIVIER and others calling 

for the release of Mr Balakhonov Cdoc. 2-1267/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VERGEER and others on the situation in 

Uganda (doc. 2-1292/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr BERSANI and others on the recent arrests 

in South Africa (doc. 2-1293/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH and others on the detention 

of Kamoji Wachiina <Kenya) <doc. 2-1307/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH and Mrs BLOCH VON BLOTTNITZ 

on the detention of the philology student Sorjan Popadjuk in the USSR 

Cdoc. 2-1309/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH and Mrs WEBER on the release 

of the Filipino trade unionist Crispin Beltran Cdoc. 2-1310/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr GLINNE and others on torture in Zaire 

Cdoc. 2-1435/84) 

-motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SEAL and others on the banning of political 

parties in Pakistan (doc. 2-1473/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr DEPREZ and others on the situation of 

persons in Yugoslavia imprisoned or charged on the grounds of their beliefs 

(doc. 2-1508/84) 
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- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the tragic situation of the 

~ Baha'i Community in Iran Cdoc. 2-1518/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the situation of Jorge 

PALMA DONOSA, Carlos ARANEDA MIRANDA and Hugo MARCHANT MOYA, prisoners in 

Chile (doc. 2-1519/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the political and economic 

situation in Chile and the return of emigrants, including Bernardo VARGAS 

Cdoc. 2-1520/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the violation of human rights in Albania (doc. 2-1535/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAND~MEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the United Nations Convention against torture (doc. 2-1580/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the disappearance of Serge Berten <doc. 2-1584/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on torture in Afghanistan (doc. 2-1587/84) 

- motion for ~ resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on executions in Iran (doc. 2-1589/84) 

- motion for a resolution Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on the imprisonment of Suleyman Yasar 

(doc. 2-556/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr KUIJPERS and Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE on 

the trial of 56 intellectuals in Turkey <doc. 2-568/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mr STAES on the fourth anniversary of the 

coming to power of the military regime in Turkey and events there condoned 

or instigated by the Turkish government (doc. 2-595/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SIMPSON on torture and death sentences 

in Turkey (doc. 2-1492/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs LIZIN on the imprisonment in Turkey of 

Mr TAMER KAYAS (doc. 2-1521/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr BERNARD-REYMOND on the rights of Australian 

aborigines <doc. 2-1666/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on recent arrests in 

Chile Cdoc. 2-1681/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK and Mr ARNDT on persecution 

of Jews in the USSR (doc. 2-1697/84) 

motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs VAN HEMELDONCK on recent arrests in 

Chile (doc. 2-1768/84) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr STAVROU and others on the hunger strike 

by Spires and !Lias LEKKAS Cdoc. 2-1879/84) 
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- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr COLLINS on the Human Rights Convention 

<doc. 82-28/85> 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr ZARGES and others on the violation of 

human rights in the German Democratic Republic in the case of the German 

national Mr Ernst-Hubert von Michaelis, of Arolsen <Federal Republic of Germany) 

<doc. 82-44/85) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the repression of the Turkish minority in Bulgaria <doc. 82-61/85) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the fate of Edvart Arutunian and other dissidents in the USSR 

<doc. 82-62/85) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VANDEMEULEBROUCKE and Mr KUIJPERS 

on the fate of the Kurdish minority in Turkey Cdoc. 82-63/85) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr SCHWALBA-HOTH on the arrest of several 

persons in November 1984 in the Republic of Haiti (doc. 82-64/85) 

- motion for a resolution tabled by Mr VAN MIERT on the fate of Ayaz Samoa 

who has been sentenced to d~~th by a military court in Pakistan <doc. 82-70/85) 

- Having regard to the resolution on human rights in the world adopted 
1 on 17 May 1983 , 

- Having regard to the resolution on human rights in the world adopted 

on 22 May 1984~, 
- Having regard to the resolution on human rights adopted by the ACP-EEC 

1985 . B ' . 8 '. 3 
Jo1nt Committee on 31 January 1n U]umoura, ur~~o1 , 

_:Having regard to the Final Act Jf the Vlth EC/Latin America Interparliamentary 

Conference held 1n April 1983 in Brussels and its joint commitment to peace, 

pluralist democracy and the respect of human rights, 

-Having regard to the resolutions adopted by Parliament since 25 July 1985 

concerning human rights (listed in( Annex VI,) 

-Having regard to the report of its Political Affairs Committee and to the opinion 

of the Committee on Development and Cooperation (Doc. A 2-61/85), 

A. Recalling its commitment to draw up annually a report on human rights 

in the world; 

1oJ No. C161, paqe 58 of 20.6.1983 
2oJ Nc. 84/C 172 
3 cA/CP/528/r~s./tin. Annex Ill) 
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B. Recalling the terms of its first two annual reports which gave particular 

emphasis to three fundamental rights: The right to life, the right to 

respect for the physical and moral integrity of the person, and the 

right to a fair trial by an independent court and at the same time. recognising 

the fact that human rights are indivisible, i.e. that if we give priority to 

basic rights we must be concerned about all derived human rights as proclaimed 

in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and subsequent Treaties and 

Conventions; 

c. Noting, with great sadness, that only on~~hird of the world's population 

can be said to live in countries where the internationally-accepted 

standards of human rights and fundamental freedoms are, in general, 

respected; 

D. Whereas a commitment to democratic principles of government and to the 

protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms under the rule of law 1s a 

prerequisite for membership of the European CommunitY in which every individual 

r.an enjoy the guarantees provided by 1ndepenaent judiciaries; 

E. Believing, tht'efore, that the European Parliament, as the world's only 

directly-elected international Parliamen~ has a duty to be particularly 

active in the field of human rights; 

F. Noting, in this connection, that, largely in response to public concern 

and appeals by Community citizens, during its first five-year electoral 

term, Parliament adopted more than 120 resolutions on human rights, tabled 

more than 500 oral and written questions, and considered more than 80 
. . 1 pet1t1ons ; 

G. Particularly concerned about the massacres and persecutions in some countries 

of minority groups, 'disappearnces', political killings, and the widespread use 

,of torture, whether mental or physical; 

1. Believes that the majority of grave human rights violations are perpetrated by 

governments or their agents, but also by groups of extremists and terrorists. 

and that 1984 saw no significant reduction in the number of countries in the 

world where violations of human rights could be said to be 'gross and systematic'; 

2. Recognises that while grave abuses occur in many countries where there is no 

deliberate policy of violation of human rights there is always the chance of 

preventing, exposing and punishing such violations where the basic rules of free 

~emocracy are observed; 

1 Annex 11 
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3. Associates itself with Amnesty International'5 1984 campaign 

against torture and its twelve-point programme for the eradication of 

torture which, according to their repor~ is practised in 98 countries in 

the world; 

4. Urges, in this connection, the governments of the Ten to review their national 

policies and legislation to ensure that they do not abet the practice of 

torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment in third countries, notably by 

a) not returning refugees to countries where they may be subject to such 

treatment 

b) refusing to grant export licences for equipment which would be used 

for such purposes 

c) not providing 'safe havens' for torturers and by seeking to bring to 

justice those responsible for acts of torture in third countries. 

5. Welcomes the inclusion in the new Lome III Conventioarof specific commitments 

to 'fundamental human rights' and 'human dignit)~, as called for in 

Parliament's previous annual reports on human rights but regrets the fact that 

the provisions of this clause are not more specific and do not have a more 

definite legal value; 

6. Welcomes the decision of the ACP/EEC Consultative Assembly in Luxembourg 

on 22 September 1984 to establish a Joint Working Party on Human Rights, 
and the subsequent decisions taken by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee; 

7. Earnestly hopes that these precedents, with regard to the Lome Convent1on , 
will lead to human rights provisions being incorporated into other external 

agreements and to a greater dialogue on human rights matters with those 

countries with which the Community has close ties; 

8. Reaffirms the priority of the rights cited in Article 3 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, namely the right to life, liberty and security 

of the person; reaffirms that social and economic rights can only be protected 

and encouraged if civil and political rights are fully respected; reaffirms 

the importance, in this regard, of the independence of judicial bodies; 

9. Strongly refutes the allegations made by a number of countries that 

Parliament's actions and resolutions on human rights constitute an unwarranted 

interference in the internal affairs of those countries, and reaffirms its 

belief that human rights are a legitimate matter of international concern; 

14nnex IV 
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11. 

Deplores the stand taken by the government of Chile in refusing entry to 

a member of P~rliament's Political Affairs Committee, appcinted to draw up 
a repor~ on the situation in that country; 

Is gravely concerned about the reports of human rights violations listed 

below which, though far from being an exhaustive list of the main infringements 

of human rights around the world in 1084. are in all cases supported by 

~~LL-founded evidence and documen:ation? and reflect the principal concerns 

of Parliament, and in particular its Subcommittee on Human Rights, during 
the course of that year: 

i) Continued violation by the Soviet authorities of almost all the human 

i ; ) 

rights provisions of the Helsinki Final Act, including such practices as 

house arrest, resentencing, ill-treatment (including organised beatings of 

political prisoners), and the abuse of psychiatry for political purposes; 

these measures are directed principally against religious groups such as 

Catholics, Pentecostalists and P1ptists, as well as those practising the Jewish 

faith, and ethnic minorities such as the Ukranians, the peoples of the Baltic 

States, 'kmenians and Crimean Tartars, and certain citizens' groups, 

often human rights activists, whose members have been compelled in 1984 

to cease their activities, frequently by imprisonment, banishment or 

forced emigration; other human right~ violations reported in 1984 were the 

inhuman conditions recorded in the Soviet camps and prisons, which have caused 

the death of several 'dissidents'; the increase in anti-Semitic speeches and 
prar.tices; systematic relioious persecution and the continuing use of 

capital punishment; ftn additior, many persons resident in Community countries 

are prevented by the Soviet authorities from visiting, or being visited by, those 

relatives resident in the USSR; 

While welcoming the election of a I~~~i~~ civilian government <although 

with Limited powers), the lifting of martial law in most Turkish provinces 

and the release of many thousands of political prisoners, deeply regrets 

the continuing detention of about 12,000 political prisoners; expresses 

its deep concern at reliable reports on the use of torture in some Turkish 

prisons, in spite of efforts by the Turkish authorities to prevent it, 

and at the recent trials of members of opposition groups such as the 

Turk1sh Peace Association and the DISK trade union, especially those 

whose dissent has been non-violent; Turkey continues to occupy almost half 

the State of Cyprus, in violation of the most fundamental principle of the 

Helsinki Agreement; as a result of the occupation of Cypriot territory, 
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2,000 people were declared missing, an issue which has remained unresolved 

to this day; and 200,000 people became refugees in their own country; an 

attempt is also being made to alter the composition of Cyprus's population 

by transferring Turkish people from central Turkey; 

iii) In E~~~~~~~~~~~2~, the policy of re~ssion conducted against the signator1es 

of Charter 77 and members of VONS, ~nd also for religious reasons, in the form 

of dismissals, work bans, police searches and arrests and severe sentences, such 

as the 6-year sentence imposed on Rudolf Battek and the special surveillance 

system imposed on former- Charter 77 spokesman Ladislav Lis and other citizens 

on account of their opinions; also in 1984, a prisoner of conscience, -Jiri Gruntorao 

received an additional sentence tor testity1ng that he had been beaten by a 

prison guard; 

iv) Continued restrictions on basic human right~ and fundamental freedoms in 

~~l92ri~, where government forces are reported to h~ve been responsible 

for the deaths of as many as 40 members of the Turkish minority community 

who had been opposing 'bulgarisation'; 

v) Severe Limitations on almost all basic freedoms, particularly the 

freedom of expression, in the_~~-~a~-~!~JS~~~2~-~~e~~~i~, with an extension 

of police powers in 1984, to prevent unauthorized demonstrations; though 

East German citizens do not have the right to leave and to return to their 

country freely and incur a major personal and political risk with every 

exit visa application they make, the number of people wanting to Leave the 

country - including a Large proportion of women - increased considerably; 

many of the applicants Lose their jobs as a result and many run the risk 

of being arrested; throughout Eastern Europe, in the wake of collective 

attempts by people in East Berlin and Prague to emigrate to the Federal 

~epublic of Germany, measures were taken to restrict entry to West German 

embassies; many people are still fleeing over the 'death borders' at 

risk to their lives; ~n individual cases, however, Germans from the DDR 

and the Federal Republic who had been arrested and sentenced were 'bought 

out' by the Government of the Federal Republic of German~ 
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vi) Frequent detention in ~~~~~~~of religious, political or human rights 

activists, sometimes in psychiatric hospitals,with continuing tight 

controls on all forms of expression and on emigration, which is usually 

only permitted on grounds of family reunification or of 'undesirability'; 

repressive measures against certain minority and ethnic groups, with in 

1984, the frequent appearance in the Romanian press of anti-Semitic articles; 

vii) In ~l~~Di~, extreme Limitation of all basic human rights and fundamental 

freedoms by ~talinist methods of government, with many Albanians (including 

members ot the Greek m1nority community) who have criticised the regime or 

pract1sed relig1on continuing to serve Long terms in harsh labour camps, in 

many cases after being convicted at unfair summary trials on the basis of 

confessions made under duress; 

viiil In ~~~~~~, severe restrictions of basic freedoms, despite the cessation 

of martial law (in 1983) and a conditional amnesty granted to almost all 

political prisoners; abuses by Law ~nforcement personnel, which are 

reported to have led to the abduction, torture and killing of at least 

two persons, one of them a priest, as well as apparent official involvement 

in the murder of Fatr.~r Popieluszko; continued harassment of Solidarity 

and KOR members and human rights activists, who frequently have been re

arrested and arbitrarily detained; 

ix) Intensified pressures and harassment of persons believed to be hostile 

to the !~~q~l~~ Government, most notably by the arrest and detention of 

28 intellectuals at a peaceful gathering, some of whom were beaten, 

and one of whom subsequently was re-arrested and disappeared and died 

under suspicious circumstances, while another was sentenced to eight years 

in prison (reduced to four on appeal), and six other members of the group 

also were re-arrested and put on trial without full respect of the rights of 

defence; ethnic Albanian nationalists in the Kosovo region have continued 
to suffer persecution; 

x) In H-~~~a~J~ despite a greater degree of official tolerance than in other 

Warsaw Pact countries, limitations on ba~ic rights and freedoms, such 

as the freedom of expression, with, in 1984, independent publishers and the 

organisers of certain art exhibitions being subjected to harassment by the 

authorities; continuing restrictions on freedom of worship and on freedom 

of moveme~t for persons known to hold 'independent' views; 
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8. Countries of the American continent and non-ACP Caribbean countries 

i) The continuing brutal repression incluaing, albeit on different scales, 

the arbit-rary killing of civilians.· QY government forces· <':_~~~e:_, ~~-~~~~~<!<:r, 

~~~~~~~~~ ~J-~!~3~~ and~~~~) and by right-wing or le•c-wing extremists 

and other groups- death squads, guerillas and insurgent forces- ~~l 

~~~~~~~~ _G_~;~~~J2, ~j£~£~9~~ and Peru) and political assassins in many 

countries of Latin America; 

(ii) The systematic~and widespread violation of human rights in Chile, 

which has continued to increase since the reimposition of a state of siege, 

and, in particular, the violent suppression of popular protests supporting 

the restoration of the democratic process and respect for human rights by 

the authorities. 

iii> The practice of torture, and cruel, inhuman anG degrading treatment in a number 

of countries. notably ..a.r..su.U, 9!_i_L_eJ f~~~~ g-~~~~~Q2£, §~~!~!!!~!~, ~~~ifQ, 

~i.£~£!!9Y§!, ~~!:~9~~>.' and P~ r\:J-, 

iv) The continued use of imprisonment without trial, and the denial of 

basic democratic rights and civil rights which in varying degrees 

characterise ~hj_~eJ ~~92, !~~-QQ~iQif2Q_~~Q~91if, §~~!~~~~~, 

':<:~~~, ~i_c_a_r_a_g_u_a, !_a!~3~~X, ~~.rl_!, lJ.!.:ldSlld~'i anc, to a degree, :~~~:!..~~!. 

(v) The disappearances of thousands of people, including children, in Chile _____ J 

(vi) The disregard for the rights of indigenous peoples practised or connived 

at by the authorities in_~r:_~:_~l, _t:_<:~~~~i_~, -~~~t;_~~~':_a and ~i_<:..~C:~!i~~ 

(vii)The widespread hard~sment ot the press, trade unions, churches and 

individuals among them many human rights activists- even in countries where 

encouraging developments took place during 1984. 

viii)The state of emergency or siege in Chile, Colombia, Nicaragua, Paraguay and 

Peru. 

CiA) the continuing tragic plight of far more than a million refugees who 

have fled crisis situations in ~~Q!~~l-~~~~if~, particularly in 

E~ salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua and who have flea from-~~~~; ---------- --------- ---------
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c. Ib~-~~i!~9_§!~!~§_Qf_~~~ri£~ 

~ The continued application of the death penalty in a number of countries, and 

in particular, the increased recourse to judicial executions in some States of 

the ~oi!~9-~!~!~§i 

i) In ~f9b~Oi2!~o, massacres of civilians extensive use of the death penalty, torture, 

the u~e of chemical weapon~. arbitrary killings of hundreds of refugees in bombing 

raids on Pakistani border villages, as well as other atrocities and reprisals 

against the rural population - either directed by, or committed by, Soviet troops 

in direct consequence of the war following the Soviet invasion in 1979 which has led 

to at least half a million people being killed, wounded or driven from their homes 

while 3.5 million more have sought refuge in either Pakistan or Iran; 

ar~iirary arrest and v~rtually indefinite detention without charge or trial 

is commonplace - often merely on suspicion of opposition to the regime and 
as a deterrent to others. 

ii) ·The policies of repression and terror pursued by the ~~_99~~~_2~~ author.ities 

in Irian Jaya and East Timor, including massacres by military forces, 

summary executions, indiscriminate arrest, torture, deaths in detention 

and abductions; the Indonesian Government has continued to exert pressure 

on Papua New Guinea for the return of refugees who have fled from Irian Jaya; 

in addition to the imprisonment of ~arge numbers of alleged secessionists, a 

number of political prisoners arrested after the coup in 1965 still face the 

death penalty; 

iii) In the ~~J~1PPi~~~, massacres, illegal k1llings, burning of villages, 

arbitrary arrest, detention without charge or trial, and the violent 

suppression by the security forces of peaceful popular protests, as well 

iv) 

as apparent military complicity- according to the official inquiry- in the 

assassination of opposition leader Benigno Aquino. 

Inter-communal violence in Sri Lanka, including extra-judicial killings, 

disappearances, and violence by certain elements of the security forces in 

reprisals for Tamil guerilla attackes,· cont1'nued d' · · · lscr1m1nat1on is reported 
against the Tamil minority community and in Jaffna province human rights and 

Legal safeguards have been suspended, with the applciaiton of virtual martial 
law; 
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v) In lldlg, where the Government is comm'itted to democracy and the rute of Law, I
foLtowing the assautt on the Gotden Temple of Amritsar and the murder of the
Prime fil'inister, Mrs Gandhi, the murder of [arge numbers of Sikhs, at f i rst with
inadequate reaction by poLice or security forces against this brutaL communaI

viotence; other human rights vioLat'ions in India incIuding arb'itrary arrest,
poLice bruta['ity and torture, and censorsh'ip. "

vi) The practice by the authorities in lgLt:,lgn of arbitrary arrest on a

Iarge scate, as retI as reported torture and itt-treatment, imprisonment
trithout triat, deniat of feir triat, frequent apptication of the death
penaLty, oruta[.corporaI punishments anci poLicies of reLigious discrimination)

vii) Uidespread human rights viotations in tfflqa- incl.uding extensive use

of the Ceath pena[ty, detention yithout charge or tria[ in so-catted
"re-education camps", iIt-treatment of prisoners (some of them prisoners
of conscience detained soLeLy for the non-vio[ent exercise of basic human

rights), the absence of tegat safeguards, harrassment of Roman Cathotic
priests and censorship.

viji) in YjSllCg' cont'inuing Iarge*scaLe detention nithout triaL in ,re-
educatjon camps'r 3s welI as other human rights viotations, incIuding thepersecution of catholic priests and Buddhist human rights activists,.
moreover/ the peopte of Laos and g.aeEgC-r-a continued to be deprived of theirpotiticaI and civit tibertie.s: continuinq under miLitary occupation by Vietnam;
and there t'lere requtar incursions of Vietnamese troops across the Thai front.ier;
in Cambod'ia, beatings and other forms of torture were commonpLace for the nany
hundreds of political prisoners, as h,ere arrests without charge, impr.isonment
without triaL, and Cetention for indeterminate periods;

ix) Torture and crueIn inhuman and degrading treatment of detainees in a
number of Asian countries such as {!!gy5ja and the Rep-ubt-l.g_gJ_Igggg.
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E. Countries of the African, Caribbean and Pacific regions which are parties 

to the Lome Convention, and the countries of Southern Africa 

i) In ~92~Q2 the discovery of large number of mass graves indicating massacres of, 

at least, tens of thousands of unarmed civilians by government troops since 1981 -

despite the Ugandan Government's refutation of allegations of these killings for 

which there is overwhelming evidence; 

ii) In ~~~!b_~!ri~~, the widespread violation of human rights, resulting in the death 

of civilians at the hands of the police; continuance of the basic features of 

apartheid, coloured, Indian and black townships; refusal toallow black workers in 

the South African economy South African nationality; imprisonment without trial, 

deaths of detainees in prison under suspicious circumstances; in 1984 the number 

of so-called "treason" trials and prosecutions under the'homelands' policy and the 

Group Areas Act rose dramatically; 

iii) The practice of institutionalised violence, including arbitrary killings 

of Large numbers of civilians, among them many children, in fb~g, ~~Ql~, 

biQ~ri~, §~Q2~ and ~i~Q~Q~~; summary exeuctions in ~Q9Q.~~, f~~~rQ~Q, £!bi2Qi~, 

~ig~ri~, ~Q~~1i~ and ~~ir~; and the widespread practice of arrest and detenti·on 

without trial by the authorities throughout the African continent, and in some 

Caribbean countries, includ1ng §~t~n~ and §~rin~~~; 

iv) Cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, including penal amputations, 

particularly in Sudan, 1n application of Islamic law, many provisions of which 

are in violation of certain principles of international Law and more specifically 

the United Nations charter, such as the principle of the physical integrity of 

the individual and the principle of non-discrimination between the sexes; 

v) A consistent pattern of persecution of religious or ethnic minorities in 

many ACP countries. 

vi) The violations to a greater or lesser degree of basic human rights and 

fundamental freedoms in many ACP countries. 

vii) The degrading situation of four million refugees in at Least 14 countries, 

(partlcularly in the ~2£Q_Qf_~frifs, £~0!£21 and §Q~!b~ro_~frif2), many of whom 

fear abduction, such as in ~~Dl~, or involuntary repatriation to their countries 
of origin. 
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Ine contrnuatlon'rn Ethlopla of an]nhuman Har betueen the Centratvl1'1 ,
government and the secess'ionist provinces; the systematic viotations
by the regime of basic liberties; the shortcomings recorded in the
fight against famine and particutarLy the arbitrary conditions to
which the channeLLing of Western aid is subject; the refusat to aILou

humanitarian aid to be made avaitabte to the peopLe of the regions
af f ected by mi titary operat'i ons'

F. Countries of the Near East Itliddte East and North Af rica yhich have

cLose ties vith the Europeal Comrnunity

i) serious and [ong-stand'ing vioLations of hunan rights in lxlig, inctuding
rdisappearances', torture and itt-treatment, arbitrary arrest, LonE-term
detention rithout charge or triaI and a tack of basic tegal- safeguards
due in part to the continuing 'state of emergency'.

ii) In lgtgggq, the pursuit of repressive poticies, incl.uding kiLLings, arbitrary
arrest on a targe scaLe, detention without charge, the use of torture and
itl-treatment of detainees, which have Led to frequent hunger strikes as.
a result of vhich three peop[e are atleged to have died through tack of care,
generaI absence of IegaL safeguards or adeguate LegaL representation, and
persecution oi retigious minorities;

iii)In l:lgg!, the onLy f ree ,democracy.in the MiddLe East, the poLicy .in the
occupied territories has Ied to the persistent friction uith the indigenous
Arab popuLat'ion and consequent vioLation of their human rights by the IsraeLi
authorities'practice of arb'itrary arrest, Iong-term incommunicado detentienr
short-tern detention of Arab schoot chiLdren, restriction of free movemenr

uithout charge or t.r'iaL, and Lack of adequate LegaL safeguards;

iv) l/idespread vioLence, kitLings and abductions in !Sbg!p! resutting from the
intercommunaL and factionat ccnfticts in that country, rhere the civiLian
popuLation aIso have suffered gravely in certain miIitary opecations conducted

' by the occupying forces of -S;gi_a and I_s-11e_L

v) Lim'itatjons to human rights and funcjarnentaI freedoms in Alggf:gr 6n particutar
by Long-term incommunicado detention and iLt-tr-eatmeno, jn lgXp!(uhere use
of torture bv security forces has ted to criminaI proceed'ingg, and in Icni:ig.

6. coutitlrjelof North_ Af ricjl and the lliddle €ast Uich do not have preferentiat
asreenent s [j]Ll t t'f"rgr-_U.

A cottsistent pattern of groos vioLations of human rights and fundamental.

freedoms jn lrg0, with at Least 10r000 reported extra-judic.iat ki LLings,
incLuding of Iraqi P0tls, ticjespread torture, arbitrary arrest and detention
,,rithout triat' sonetjmes in concentration campsi the absence of fair triat
and legal safeguards, the brutaL repression of members of poLiticai
oppos'i tion groups, as ueIl as of groups Like the i(urclish uiinoi"ity ano inerabers

of the Eaha'i faith, rrno are exposed to persecutron throughout the IsLamic worLd;

i)
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ii) The ruthLess suppression of al-L opposition by the tlbygn government, by the

practice of summary triats and executiOns, torture, arbit'rary arrest, [ong-

term detention of thousands of people, in addition to other viotations of

t basic human rights and freedons; Libya also openty promotes and supports

terrorist activities in other countries, such as, in 1984, in Eritain, Egyp1,

Greece,rtaLyandSpain,incLudingthemurderofLjbyanexiLes;

iii) The frequent practice of execution and torture of poLiticat opponents and

of other serious vioLations of human rights in IIA9, as wetL as the

reported use of chemicat yeapons'in the 6ulf tlar, end the brutaI suppression

of the Kurdish minoritY;

iv)The continuation of the insane carnage of the war between -II3l and lraq'

in which the totaL number kiIled may norr be approaching one mit[ion,

a Har which invo[ves numerous viotations of human ilights, inctuding the

mi!.itaryconscriptionofchitdrenandveryyoungadoLescentsandpressure
cn prisoners of war, especiatLy in the Iranjan camps'

Restriction, in accordance rith IsLamic Lar, of the rights of romen,

in various countries, most notabty in Iran rhere the government has advocated

the death penatty for romen vho do not conform to lstamic standards of dress.

v)

12. UeLcomes the moves made in 19E4

respect for human lights and a

notabtY:

by a number of governments tovards a fulLer

return to the democratic process' nost

a.

b.

The continu.ing improvementrin the human rights situation in certain

Latin American countries, most notabLy in Argellllg"- though undercurrents

of poLiticaL vioLence persist,.despite the fuLI restoration of dernocracy -

and in Ulggggl and E!-!g!ygdgl rurhere free eLections took pLace;

-and in Efggj! rhere certain positive developments atso occurredl

MovestoHardsIrberaIisationincertainACPcountries,mostnotabLy
where amnesry measures Here announced and hundreds of poLjticaL prisoners

were set f ree as in the -c-ent1'3-t-j!lJ.9nnel-u-Lt-T' 
the 

-c-oir-sg' 
gii9gylj'

lebgl, c-gttga- tibecie, [e!esj., l'lp-qfj-tgfi-* [eranbiege' rl-i-eeria and

BAggga, olrhere death sentences rrere commuted, as in lq'lglqgg and tlg

geqEfa; furihermore in 1981 gggglggg ratified the lnternationaI Covenant

cn Civ.i I and PoL'i ticat Rights, its 0ption Protocot and the lnternationaL

covenant on Economic. sociat and CuIturat Rightsl Togo ratified both

tnrernationaL covenants; lrgrrg-tggne and Icoggqlg ratified t[e African

charter on_Human and PegpIe's Rightsl and .lgqbjg rati fied att the

above-ment joned jnterna-t jonaL human- rights instruments
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c. ,·n certa,·n other countries, most notably where Positive developments 

d 

e 

d · ses Large nnmbers of amnesty measures were announced an 1n some ca 

d · Algeria B_a_Q91~9~~b, f~g~, political _grisoners were release 1 as 1n ______ , 

· d U av or where death ~Q~Q££Q, !b~-~~~~glif_Qf_~QI~~, §Y..Il~ an -I~9~-~, 

sentences were commuted 1 as in ~Q~ Qb~9i and I~Qi~i~; 

the Church in encouraging respect for human The positive role played by 

rights in some Latin American countries and in some countries of Eastern 

· R blic and _P_o_l_a_n_d_, and in Europe, most notably in the §~I~~~-E~~~~I~~]E __ ~P~----
South Africa; 

Moves towards greater press freedom in ~r9~D!in~, ~r~~jl, fbin~, f9YQ!, 

~~~~-~~~~, India, ~~~~~-~~~~~ and ~~~~j~; 

13. Deplores the fact that the Commission, the Council and the Foreign Ministers 

meeting in Political Cooperation have failed to comp'y with Parliament's 

requests, in its annual reports for 1982 and 1983, for a written submission 

on aspects ~f Community human rights policy; 

14.Believes that Community policy should be made more exolicit. and 
that there should be greater coordination between the Community's various 

institutions, to try to ensure that maximum use is made of the considerable 

political and economic means at the Community's disposal to promote and 

enhance respect for human rights; 

15. Invites the Ministers of Foreign Affairs to redouble their efforts to 

harmon1ze and examine their bilateral policy with non-member countries in 

the Light of human rights particularly where trade relations with 

· such countries extend to sphere~such as arms sales and the transfer of 

nuclear and other advanced technologies; 

16.Considers that in the case of flagrant violations of human rights the Community 

should consider ending all agreements of aid and cooperation with the offending 
state; 

17 Considers, however, that the above should not apply to food aid or to 
emergency aid, provided that e'Jery effort is made to ensure that such 

a1d reaches those sections of the population for which it is intended, 

nota~Ly by chanell1ng that a1d through specialised international agencies 
or non-governmental or~anisations; 

1b. Deeply regrets that the clear formulation of a comprehensive Community 

policy on human rights in its external relations, does not appear to be 

a priority matter in Community policy making at this time of intense 

debate 1n many countries of the world about making human rights 

considerations an integral part of foreign policy; 
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19. 

20. 

Reinterates its call, therefore, for the Commission, the Council and the Foreign 

ministers meeting in European Political Cooperation to make written reports to 

Parliament -by 31 October 1985 -on what is being done, and what could be done 

in future, to develop a consistent and comprehensive Community human rights policy 
with respect to third countries· , 

Reiterates its call for the Comm,·ss,·on, the Counc 1'l d h an t e Foreign Ministers 
meeting in European Political Cooperation to report l l b regu ar y ack to Parliament, 
both in plenary session and in the colloquies with the Political Committee, on their 

follow-up to European Parliament resolutions in the field of human rights; 

21. Requests, once again, that the abovementioned repora should give particular 

attention to the followir.g: 

a) the possibility of making human rights the specific responsibility of 

one Commissioner, 

b) making greater use of Commission delegates in th·1rd countries to report 

on human rights matters, and to act as observers at 'political' trials, possibly 

working in conjunction with locally based diplomats from Community countries, 

c) the current and potential modalities for linking Community aid with 

minimum conditions of human rights' protection, 

d) the feasibility of building human rights' considerations into 

development programmes and external agreements (particularly in view of 

the precedent set by the Lome III Convention) and the extent to which 

human rights matters could be raised in a wide range of the Community's 

external contacts, 

e> increased budgetary provision for human rights related projects within 

the Community, 

f) submission of a regular report to Parliament on follow-up to Parliament's 

resolutions on human rights, and on other Community activities related to 

human rights, on the basis of clear-cut uncontested criteria, 

the possibility ot informing the President of Parliament, on a confidential 

basis, of 'discreet' initiatives taken by other Community institutions in 

human rights cases, to ensure that, where possible, there is a coordinated 

approach by the Community institutions; 
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22. 

23. 

24. 

Of the Ten frequently have reached Recognises that the Foreign Ministers 
· h · - 1·n particular at international a common position on human r1g ts 1ssues 

fora such as the united Nations and CSCE where most of the Western 

hu~an ri8hts initiatives have been launched ~Y the Ten; 

Believes that the Community and the Ten would be in a stronger moral position 

d h r,'ghts matters, 1'f all Community countries had in taking a stan on uman 
ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and 

its optional protocol, and the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights; 

h f that the gove rnments of Greece and Ireland Strongly urges, t ere ore, 
should ratify the abovementioned Covenants, and that the governments of 

Belgium, The Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Ireland and the United 

Kingdom should accede to the optional protocol concerning the right of recourse 

by individuals; 

25. Recogn1ses also that on a number of occasions the Ten have made 

representat ion5 to third countries in response to resolutions or requests 

by Parliament, and that Parli?ment's resolutions are now given some 

consideration within the EPC framework, both at ministerial level and in 

the Political Committee; 

26. Believes, nevertheless, that because of the need to achieve concensus 

within the Ten before taking joint initiatives, much progress remains 

to be made in ~vstematically raising specific human rights cases and 

issues with governments of third countries; 

27. Believes also that the Ten have failed to maintain sustained and consistent 

pressure over a period of time to realise human rights objectives and to 

follow up earlier initiatives; 

28. Considers that EPC can be one of the most effective channels tor raising human 

rights matters because of the collective pressure which the Ten can bring 

to bear when acting together, and because they can do so with less risk 

of damaging bilateral relationships between an individual Community 

Member State and a third country; 

29. Believes, in this connection, that, at a local level, Community ambassadors 

in a third country couLd act together far more frequently in making 

representations about human rights matters, collecting information, and 

mak1ng clear the Community's position (for instance, by sending a 

representative of the Ten, as an observer, to certain 'political' trials); 
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30. Regrets that the information provided to Parliament about human rights 

initiatives <most notably in response to written and oral questions, and 

during the quarterly colloquies with its Political Affairs Committee) remains, 

in general, extremely meagre; 

31. Reiterates, therefore, its previous request to Parliament-in-Office- by 

31 October 1985- to make arrangements for Parliament to be informed in an 

appropriate way (possibly by regular written submissions to the Political 

Affairs Committee in the context of the quarterly colloquies) as to what 

initiatives on human rights have been taken by the Ten, at what level and with 

what effect, and how Parliament's resolutions on human rights have been 

followed up; 

32. Welcomes the adoption by the General Assembly of the United Nations of a draft 

convention against torture, and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment; and welcomes also the proposals for a European Convention against 

torture which are currently before the Council of Europe; 

33. Declares nevertheless that mental and psychological pressure by governments on 

individual citizens, such as, for example, the separation of husbands from wives 

and the withholding of medical treatment, are frequently tantamount to physical 

torture and represent a similar level of inhumanity; 

34.Calls on the Ten to be amen~ the first countries to ratify the U.N. 
Convention, and calls on the Ten to take the lead in ensuring that the draft 

European Convention retains all its key provisions- such as the establishment 

of a transnational committee which would be able to visit detention centres 

without forewarning; 

35. Calls c~ C0mmunity countries to augment cheir contributions to the 

UN Voluntary Fund For Victims Of Tortur~~ and regrets that not all 

Community countries have seen fit to contribute to the Fund; 

36. Believes that the effectivenss of the United Nations Commission for 

Human Rights, and other UN bodies, is hampered by its inter-governmental 

nature, and the inadequate allocation of resources to the U.N. human rights 

centre, with the result that it has dealt more with general political 

issues than with specific human rights violations; 

Annex VI 
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37. Calls on the Ten, therefore, to promote, and to Lend supper~ to any moves 

to transform the UN Commission into a body comprising independent jurists 

or experts, as is the case with the Human Rights Committee, established 

to monitor the application of the Covenants; .. 
3" u. Calls on the Ten, in all the various United Nations bodies concerned 

with the protection and promotion of human rights, to direct their efforts 

at t~e i~P~~m~Q!~!iQQ, and ~QfQif~~~Q!, of existing international standards; 

39. Believes that regio~al human rights conventions, such as the European 

Convention on Human Rights, and the American Convention of Human Rights, 

are amongst the most important international human rights instruments 

and that the 'regional' approach to human rights should be encouragea; 

4G. Urges, therefore, its Lome Convention partners, which are members of the 

Organisation of African Unity, to ratify the 1981 African Charter of Human 

and Peorles' Rights, in order to bring that Charter into effect; 

41. Hopes that the Permanent Arab Commission on Human Rights will make more 

progress towards agreement on an Arab Convention on Human Rights, and hopes 

also that countries in Asia will consider drawing up a regional conventio~ 

and that the ASEAN Interparliamentary Organisation will actively promote such 

an initiative,based on the universally recognized principles of international law; 

·42. Believes that Parliament, as an international elected body, has both a 

vocation and a duty to be active in the sphere of human rights and 

that this corresponds to the wishes of millions of Community citizens; 

43. Regrets, however, that Parliament is still not in a position to take up 

more than a limited number of issues and cases of human rights violations 

brought to its attention; 

44. Wishes to record its appreciation of the role of non-governmental organisations, 

and of individual citizens around the world, in providing information to 

Parl1ament - in some cases, at great personal risk; 

45. Reaffirms its commitment to use all appropriate means to raise and 

publicise human rights cases and issues, and to uphold the rights of 

individual citizens, including its i~terparliamentary1 an~ inter-~arty 
contacts with representatives and delegations from third countries; 

46. Believes that Parliament's work in this sphere of human rights can be 

made more effective if pursued in a more coordinated and systematic way 

and that more resources should be allocated to this sector; 

1 Annex II 
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47. Regrets, in this connection, the failure of the Bureau of Parliament to 

act in compliance with paragraph 22 of its 1983 resolution on human rights 

in the world } and its resolution on the 1984 budgef ; 

~ 48. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Commission, 

the Council, the Foreign Ministers meeting in European Political Cooperation, 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations, and the governments of all the 

countries mentioned in this motion for a resolution. 

r------------
OJ C172, 2.7.1984, p.39 

2section I (Parliament) of the general budget of the European Communities 
for the financial year 1984 
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B 

g~fk~~~!QBX_§!~Ig~g~! 

The main aim of this explanatory memorandum is to seek to provide what 

might be termed 'an activity report', focussing in particular on Parliament's 

work and how it can contribute towards developing a Community human rights 

policy. This represents, therefore, a somewhat different approach to those 

adopted in the two previous annual reports - by Mr ISRAEL <which sought to 

review the human rights situation in the world as a whole) and by 

Lord BETHELL <which focussed in particular on the development of Community 

human rights policy). 

Your rapporteur had hoped originally also to provide a detailed account 

of the situation in those countries of the world where there is evidence of 

gross violations of human rights, a~d which have been the subject of particular 

concern tc the subcommittee. In view of certain time constraints, howeve~, 

and in view of continuing difficulties in obtaining adequate research back-up, 

it was judged that this would not be feasible on this occasion. Your rapporteur, 

therefore, has limited herself to providing (in Annex I) a full list of the 

documentation and sources to whi~~e referred in singling out the instances of 
human rights violations cited in the original draft of the accompanying motion for 
a resolution. 

PARLIAMENT'S ROLE- IN lHE SPHERE OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

The European ~arliament, as the world's only international directly 

elected Parliament, can be seen as unique among the wide variety of organisations 

concerning themselves with human rights - most of which can be categorised as 

either inter-governmental (lGOs) or non-governmental <NGOs). 

?arliament's status as an international body gives it the opportunity 

to enter into dialogue on human rights matters at a high level with representatives 

of third countries, without the Limitations imposed on an inter-governmental 

body. Its range of contacts, at various Levels, is considerable: in addition 

to its Links with other international organisations, the Community has 

diplomatic relations with more than 100 countries. 

The Legitimacy of using these links for human rights objectives derives 

from Parliament's function in representing the concerns of its electors, as well 

as the concerns of non-governmental human rights organisations. Indeed, 

many of its members were elected on platforms making specific reference to 

Parliament's role in the promotion and protection of human rights in the world. 
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It should also be noted that, with regard to the human rights situation 1n 

third countries, Parliament is able to act independently of the Council or 

Commission, and that, as an international Parliament, it has a greater capacity 

to be effective in this field than a national Parliament. Thus, the Parliament 

has a very distinct role in this sector: ~t is worth recalling that the original 

draft of the GENSCHER-COLOMBO Act designated Parliament as the Community body 

most fitted to deal with human rights matters - though this reference was deleted 

from the revised text adopted as the 'Solemn Declaration' of Stuttgart. It is 

certainly the case that many third countries seem to perceive the Parliament as 

the body which speaks for the Community on human rights. 

Your rapporteur bel4eves it is true to say that Parliament's perception 

of its vocation as a forum for raising human rights issues ~as very much . 
enchanced by the large number of representations made to the first directly-

elected Parliament by NGOs, Community citizens, and indeed by citizens in many 

other parts of the world. Also., of cours\:!_. ?c.;l ic;r,1cnt's first dir~ct et!cticns, in 1979 

came at the end of a decade of intense growth of non-government~l activity in the 

field of human rights, along with much greater perception by citizens at 

Large that human rights were a matter of Legitimate international conc~rn. 

Nevertheles~~ your rapporteur feels, that there remained quite 
considerable doubts among many MEPs as to the extent to which the European 

Parliament should become involved with human rights matters in third countri~s. 

In many cases these doubts derive not from indifference, but from a recognition 

that while it is easy to talk about human rights, it is much more difficult to 

be effective in this sphere. Your rapporteur is aware that some of these doubts 

persist among a number of MEPs - not Least, because it is felt that the Parliament 

~oc~ not have the caoacity or expertise adequately to process all the information 

that is brought to its attention. Also~ of course, it is felt by some that too . 
forthright a stance on human rights issues can be detrimental to Community relations 

with third countries. 

Your rapporteur believes, however, that, whatever the merits of these 

arguments, the European Parliament, by virtue of its activity in the human rights 

sphere, ipso facto, has proclaimed itself to have a vocation in this area. The 

table 3ho~n in Annex v gives some indication of the extent to which human rights 

matters have figured in Parliament's work and concerns, and the extent to which 

there was a steady gro~th in this activity during Parliament's first electoral 

term. On a number of occasions it could be said that 'Question Time' to the 

President-in-Office of European Political Cooperation was dominated by human 

rights matters. 
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WORKING GROUP AND SUBCOMMITTEE 

At an institutional level, Parliament's response to this growing interest 

in human rights work, was the creation, in October 1980, of a Working Group on 

Human Rights, under the auspices of its Political Affairs Committee1• Letters, 

appeals and representations by outside bodies we~e referred to the Wo~ing 

Group, as well as the large number of motions for resolutions tabled by MEPs 

themselves. 
I 

The Wor.king Gt:OUI:l Cllso ~ought to talr;e a number of i_nitiatives and to· 

give direction to Parliament's human rights work. At the request of the Working 

Group and the Political Affairs Committee a Large number of discreet representations 

were made to third countries by the President of Parliament, either by letter or 

in direct contacts. In addition, certain of Parliament's delegations agreed to 

raise human rights issues and cases that were of concern to the Working Group, 

with representatives of third countries. 

Two public hear~gs were held- in April 1983 on varicus forms of human rights 

violations, and in April 1984 on human rights violations in Turkey. In 

1933 the Bureai:J of the Working Group travelled to itiadrid to r-epresent the 
concerns of Parliament with regard to human rights at the CSCE follow-up 

conference; and in February 19[;4 two !•tetllbal's .of ';ts.-~Bur~ou visited Pakistan, pricipally to 

report on the situation of the Afghan refugees, but also raising certain human 

rights matters. Also, of course, a num~er of meetings w~re organised with ~e~atives 
of outside bodies or individuals concerned with human rights violations. 

However, despite its efforts to bring some coordination, and direction, to 

Parliament's human rights work, it soon became apparent to the members of the 

working Group that it was not capable of dealing adequately with all the matters 

referred to it. It even proved extremely difficult for the Working Group to keep 

abreast of all the human rights initiatives being taken within Parliament itself 

(by its President, by its delegations, by group or inter-group delegations, by 

its Petitic~s Committee, or by members acting in an individual capacity). 

This problem persists, though the Parliament has taken certain Limited steps 

to establish a more adequate infrastructure in its Directorate General for Research 

and Documentation to collate information and to monitor Parliament's own human rights 

activities, in addition to providing research papers. 

1
The Working Group's remit was to consider human rights violations outside the 
European Community, with responsibility for human rights within the Community 
falling to the legal Affairs Committee 
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FoLLow'i ng the 1984 European ParL'i ament etections, the llorking Group uas

upgraded to the status of a Subcommittee of the PoL'iticaL Affairs Committee.

I Among its first decisions uas that the practice of drauing up an annuat report

on human rights should be maintained - hence the present document. For the reasons

outL'ined above, iowever (notabLy the Ijmited infrastructure to service this sector) it
stiLL has not been possible to make this document as comprehensivp as the

subcommittee vould have wished, i.e. a thorough-go'ing comp'iLation of

aIL the Community's human rights activjties'in the course of the year, as reIt
as sett.ing out in detaiL those deveLopments in the human rights field that were of
particutar interest and concern during 1984 to the llorking Group and to the

subcommi ttee.

The subcommittee atso agreed that, aLthough ParIiament cou[d be said to be

the Community institution xhich had taken the lead in human rights matters, much

renajned to be done to nake jts own work more effective. The rapporteur.hopes,
the subcommittee witt drau up in the near future a to;rprehe.nsjve anaLysis ot
ParLiartent's hur,tan rights aetivit'i es, and the Hay in yhich they shoutd be devetoped.

INSTI TUTIONAL ft{D ORGANI SATIONAL OBJ EeTIVES l,il THrN 
|:qRLIAfiETT

l'lithout r{ishing to prejudge the concLusions that the subco;;;rittee
i'tay reach, your rapporteur f eeLs obL iged to put f oruaro, at this siag., ,o6e
of her ovrn vieus as to certain objectives tlhich must be reaLised xithin the
institution, if ParLiament is to Iive up to its vocation in the sphere of human

rights:

1. !s!ereo!_ecd_gsecgrns!9d_es!:9!-9!-!sEg!-rls!!:

Your rapporteur beLieves that the PoLitical Affairs Committee and its
subcommittee should be in a position to coordinate and guide the European
ParLiamentin human rights matters. It has become apparent to many nenbers
of the Potitical Affairs Committee that an ever groring number of resotutions
are be'ing adopted in pLenary, under urgent procedure (RuLe 48), on matters
aLready being cieaLt vith in the subcommittee. It is the viey of a number of
members of the subcornmittee that ufgent resolutions on human rights coutd be
passed in a more se[ective vay, and that on some occasions a particuLar
human rights case rrouLtl have been rnore effectiveLy deaLt yith by different
means- It is aLso felt that, aLL too frequentty, decisions as to rhich
human rights motions shou[d be taken under RuLe.-4g , are made pureLy on the
basis of criteria of 'poriticaL barance'. It is your rapporteur,s nope
that, rhile respecting the sovere'ignty of ptenary, some means can be found
Hhereby the PotiticaL Affairs committee and its subcomnittee can guide pLenary

;1,
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on the selection of 'urgent' human righfs .. _cas~·s lOr debate.·-At the tiMe of 
drafting, a new procedUie· had been initiated,· on an experimental basis, by 
President PFLIMLIN, to enable the Bureau of the Subcommittee to provide advice 
to the Political Group Chairmen on 'urgent' human rights resolutions. 

2. g§!~Qli2nm~o!_Qf_~-~~~!~m_!Q_Q~~l-~i!b_~rg~o!_£~~~~ 

It is your rapporteur's view that Parliament's procedures to intervene 

in human rights cases where rapid action is essential are inadequate at 

present. Clearly, because of Parliament's nature as a political institution, 

it can only take action when there is the necessary politicaconcensus. 

However, your rapporteur hopes that the subcommittee will be able to submit 

proposals in order to streamline the procedures which are currently applied. 

This would greatly facilitate the abovementioned objectives, and, as noted. 

earlier, sol'le steps in this d.irection already have been taken. Any such unit 

shoutd have a modern tlassification and retrieval system, with access to 

specialised data-bases, and should£ 

(a) be able to provide ~ rapid information service on human rights 

issues.and c:1ses at all times, ,:~ossib'ly working in conjunction 

with HURIDOCS, as called for in Par~iament's earlier annual reports 

(b) record and cpllate all infor~ation about Parliament's various 

human rights activities, and ~a~ou~ human rights actions and 

initiatives taken by othe~ Community institutions 

(c) undertake more detailed longer term research projects. 

The services of this unit should not just be at the disposaL ~f the 

suuco~mittee. It should also be available to all MEPs and, in particular, to 

other bodies within Parliament working on human right~ i.e. the ACP/EEC 

Working Party, delegations, Petitions Committee, etc. 

As indicated earlier, your rapporteur believes that this is a valuable 

practice which should be maintained. In her view, the report should: 

(a) set out what the Parliament and the Community have achieved in 

the sphere of human rights in a given year, listing all actions 

and initiatives taken <except in those instances where it is felt 

that material should be kept confidential) 

(b) review progress made towards the evolution of a Community human 

rights policy 

<cJ state Parliament's principal concerns in the sphere of human rights 

in the context of a general review of the human rights situation 

worldwide. 
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·-- --·- ... 
It may be recalled that originally it was the intention of the Working 

Group and the Political Affairs Committee that the Ten, in the framework of 

European Political Cooperation, should draw up an annual report on human rights 

for submission to Parliament, along the lines of the annual report submitted to 

the U.S. Congress by the State Department. They declined to do so, and Parliament 

undertook to draw up its own report. Nevertheless, it clearly would be of great 

value if EPC and the Commission would be prepared to contribute to this report 

by providing material to which Parliament does not at present have access. 

Your rapporteur wishes to underline, however, that any such contribution 

obviously would be a complement to and not a substitute for the annual report 

of Parliame~t, which would have the political responsibility of evaluating any 
material submitted. 

<Preparation of this report, at the direction of a rapporteur or a 

team of co-rapport-eurs, ·wou-ld be one of the principal· functions of the 

rE-search unit, which would be requ·i red to .keep abreast of human rights 

developments throughout the year in question). 

s. E~!!Qii!hm~D!_Qf_!_!~!!~m_Qf_!~!!~m!!if_!Qii2~:~Q 

Again, the human rights unit would be central tothis task, ensuring 

that all of Parliament's actions and initiatives in the sphere of human 

rights are regularly followed up, in the way judged b!lt by th@ subcommitt~~, 

making use of the full variety of means at Parliament's disposal. 

<Thus, for instance, even an individual MEP making a visit to a third 

country - even in a personal capacity - would be made aware of any demarche 

already made to the authorities of that country about a human rights case). 

Your rapporteur believes that every effort should be made to ensure that 

human rights matters are raised in a systematic and regular way, making 

use of the who~ range of Parliament's delegations (full interparliamentary 

oelegations, inter-group delegations, group delegations, 1~ct·f1ndlng teams). 

At the time ot drafting, discussion, on this matter had been initiated between 
the Interparliamentary Delegation Chairmen and the Bureau of the Human Rights 
SJJ..bc_gmmittee. 

Your rapporteur appreciates that there is a considerable divergence of 

view among delegation chairmen, a number of whom feel it is not appropriate 

to raise human rights matters as a format part of proceedings at delegation 

meetings. 

In that event, your rapporteur believes that it should be feasible for one 

or more members of a delegation (preferably members of the Political Committee 

or Human Rights Subcommittee) to be mandated to raise certain human rights 
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cases with an appropriate minister in the country concerned. This activity, 

of course, could be seen as taking place outside the formal framework of 

the delegation visit. 

This sort of practice has been adopted on a number of occasions in the past, 

though human rights matters also have been raised, from time to time, as a 

formal part of delegation proceedings. It should be emphasised, however, 

that whatever procedure is adopted, this activity should be regular and 

~xstematic. 

The effectiveness of any such procedure naturally will depend, to a large 

extent, on careful preparation of dossiers by the research unit, which 

should single out those cases where it is believed that the country in 

question might be susceptible to fQ~~~Qi!~ pressure. 

Your rapporteur believes that where Parliament has taken a public stand on 

a human rights matter by passing a resolution, this always should be 

brought formalLY to the attention of the country in question, in any direct 

contacts with reoresentatives of that country. 

1. E~s!:fio9iog_~i~~i2o~ 

Your rapporteur believes that smaLl fact-finding missions to third countries 

where human rights are violated can be of great value. Clearly, any such 

delegations only could be sent if the country in question agreed 1·n ~A t n<.vance 0 

resoect certain conditions (i.e. with regard to freedom of 
mov~~ent and permitting 

the fact-fin~ins tea~ to make contacts). Ex~erience has shown, howeverp 

that even countries which practise gross violations of human rights have been 

prepared to accept fact-finding visits from international bodies on mutually 

agreed terms. 

It might be envisaged, for example, that such a delegation could visit 

a third country specifically in order to be present, as observers rep

resenting the European Parliament, at a 'political' trial. Or, Permis-

sion might be requested to visit a prominent political prisoner. Certainly, 

the symbolic effect of a visit by a European Parliament delegation to, for 

instance, Nelson Mandela, or Andrei Sakarov Cas called for in Parliament's 

resolution of 27 July 1984) would by considerable. The visit by the Human 

Rights Subcommittee's first vice-chairman, Lord BETH~LL, to Nelson MANDELA, 

in Pollsmoor Prison in January 198S might be cited in this connection. 

As stated earlier, the Poliical Affairs Committee has held two public 

hearings on human rights. Both were judged successful - the first, in 

particular, attracting considerable media coverage. Your rapporteur believes, 
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in the Light 6f this experience, that public hearings, with a ~e~£ifif_fQ£~~, 

can be extremely valuable (perhaps more so than a resolution of Parliament> 

in drawing attention to a human rights issue and bringing pressure to 

bear on the government Gf a third country. The Political Affairs Committee 

already has decided to hold a public hearing on human rights violations 

in Iran during the second half of 1985. 

Your rapporteur believes it essential that Parliament be better informed 

about the activities of the Ten in human rights, and also, indeed, about 

the positions taken by individual Community countries in their bilateral 

relations with third countries. It is to be hoped that, as called for 

in the accompanying motion for a resolution, the Ten will be more forth

coming with information to Parliament in the future. 

In this connection, your rapporteur believes that a delegation from the 

subcommittee should travel to Ottawa in May 1985 for the CSCE 'expert 

Level' meeting on human rights and to the 'expert level' meeting in 

Berne in mid 1986 on human contacts. Parliament's presence at the Latter 

meeting would seem to be particularly important because of the large number 

of family reunification cases constantly being brought to its attention. 

CAs mentioned earlier, the Bureau of the Working Group travelled to Madrid 

in March 1983 to represent the concerns of Parliament with respect to the 

implementation of the human rights provisions of the Helsinki Final Act). 

CONCENSUS ONHUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES 

In conjunction with the aoove suggestbns,much will depend on painstaking 

preparation and detailed research. Anyone familiar with the work of major , 

human rights NGOs, Like Amnesty International, will be aware that human rights 

work is labour-intensiv• requiring con~tant cross-checking ancl verificatio~. 

Your rapporteur certainly does not propose that the Parliament should, or 

even could, undertake - without a vast expansion of its resources -the 

sort of monitoring activity already performed by numerous other bodies. 

Nevertheless, Parliament does receive a certain amount of original information 

from its own sources, which does require to be properly checked and processed. 

Reliance on secondary sources of information also depends on proper processing 

of this information, and it is important that such sources should be as 

diversified as possible. 
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By comparison with human rights NGOs, the European Parliament,in its 

turn, is far better equipped than most other bodies - both inter-governmental 

and non-governmental - to be an ~£!Qr in the field of human rights, provided 

it has the necessary research back-up. It is your rapporteur's view that, in 

the past, certain initiatives have proved to be counter-productive because of 

inadequate preparation. 

Your rapporteur also recognises that, as a political body, Parliament's 

work only can be really effective if it acts in the sphere of human rights:in 

a united and coherent way. Obviously, there is often a _considerable divergence 

of views across the spectrum of Parliament's political groups. Yet your 

rapporteur believes that - despite differenc~of emphasis between right and left -

Parliament can find broad agreement on most issues in the sphere of human rights. 

It is noteworthy that the first annual report <for 1982/3) was adopted by 185 votes 

to 10 with 9 abstentions and the second annual report {for 1983/4) 

by 119 votes to 2 with 6 abstentions. 

It is also noteworthy that, for the first time, in April 1984,Parliament's 

Political Affairs Committee was able to hold a public hearing on violations 

of human rights in a specific third cGuntry, with the agreeMent and p~rticipation of 
members of all of ~s political groups. 

Your rapporteur also notes that the Working Group on Human Rights - and, 

so far, the ~ubcommittee - has managed to achieve a high level of concensus on 

most issues. 

RESULTS ACHIEVED 

In making the case for Parliament's human rights work, and the amount of 

energy devoted to this activity, your rapporteur is frequently reminded of the 

need to be able to point to results achieved. For many, a moral justification 

is not enough. Your rapporteur is aware that a number of claims have been

made by fellow MEPs that, as a result of Parliament's pressure, the plight of 

a particular individual or a minority group has been alleviated. 

Your rapporteur believes, however, that it is difficult, and even unwise, 

to make such claims. Although there have been cases where it can be argued 

that Parliament's efforts resulted in success in a human rights case, it is 

almost never possible to argue this with any certainty. Usually, Parliament's 
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voice is one among many campaigning on behalf of a particular prisoner or 

group - and success is the result of the £QIDQiD~9 efforts of a variety of 

different bodies and concerned individuals, seeking to bring pressure to bear 

in different ways and at different levels. At a more general level, your 

rapporteur must admit that it is equally difficult 'to argue that, with all the 

efforts that have been made in the human rights sphere in recent decades, that 
' the world is a less cruel place now than it was ten years ago. For your 

rapporteur, however, the moral justification for continuing this work remains. 

Certainly, statements have been made by victims of human rights violations 

that Parliament's work has been effective in their particular case, and this, 

clearly, has been the cause of some satisfaction. But, it must be admitted 

the number of such instahces is very ~mall in propo~tion to the total 

number of cases and issues which Parliament has taken up. Very much more 

frequently Parliament learns that its efforts have been in vain. One such 

case that might be cited is that of Jermak Lukianoff - a Belgian national 

·of Soviet origin - arrested in 1968 during a visit to the Soviet Union, detained 

larsely in psychiatric hospitals for fiftean years, and in 1~83 condemned to death 

for 'defection to the enemy' during World ~ar II. Despite intense efforts by 

various bodies of Parltament, its President, individual MEPs, other Communit~ 

.institutions and interventions by Community Ministers at the highest levels, 

Mr Lukianof~ was executed in May 1984. 

Uith such examples occuring all too frequently, this also may leaa certain 

members, once again, to question the value of Parliament's human rights activity 

- particularly with regard to intervention in individual cases. It should be 

noted bece that - more so than other international institutions - the Euro~ean 

Parliament has become engaged in what might be termed 'case work'. Your 

rapporteur believes that Parliament's approach to this kind of work, and certain 

questions of principle involve~ should be examined further by the subcommittee, 

possibly in conjunction with the Inter-Parliamentary Union, which appears to have been 

singularly suc~essful in this field. 

In thi~ report, your rapporteur ~eliberateLy has not referred to representations 

maae on oehalf ~f ~articular inoividuals or about s~ecifi~.cases- largely 

because this wight renaer less ~ffective any future ap~roaches to the country in 

question. It should not be forgotten that the 'power to embarass' can often 

be more effective when used as a threat than when actually exercised. 

The example of Jermak Lukianoff was given, however, because the Soviet Union, 

in Parliament's experience, has shown itself to be among those countries least 
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susceptible to political pressure. Other countries, including certain countries 

in Eastern Europe, have proved more responsive. It is certainly clear from 

the Letters and communications to Parliament from countries refuting charges 

of human rights abuses that governments are more sensitive to criticism than 

might be supposed. Once again, however, it is extremely difficult to quantify 

the extent to which this sort of sensitivity has a positive effect on the case or 

issue raised. In this connection, your rapporteur would cite the example of Iran, 

whose responses to Parliament and other Community institutions could be said to 

inoicate that its government is impervious to outside pressure. Yet, to take 

the specific example of the Baha'i minority in Iran, it is.noteworthy that Leading 

human rights NGOs and experts, as well as Baha'i representatives, have stated 

that they believe that, without the intense international pressure that has been 

applied, the persecution of the Bahaw; minority -would .. have been much worse. 

COMMUNITY POLICY 

The example of Iran, however, does point up the extent to which Commun1cy 

pressure can be most effective where what might be termed 'Leverage' can be 

applied. Thu~ it might be supposed, that the close ties between the previous 

regime in Iran and certain Western countries offered the prospect that any 

pressure exercised would be that much more effective. There is no question about the 

wide range of human rights abuses practiced or connived at by the Government of 

the Shah, but it was certainly well known that the Shah was intensely sensitive 

to Western criticisms, particularly public criticism. 

Thus your rapporteur would argue that, in oroer to enhance its effectiveness, 

the Community should seek to influence in particular those countries with which 

it has close ties - by an association agreement, or a trade and aid relationship. 

Your rapporteur believes that the action taken with regard to Spain during the 

Franco dictatorship was an important moral sanction, and that its current 

'freezing' of the association agreQ~ent with Turkey is equally so. 

This brings your rapporteur to what is the main thrust of the accompanying 

resolution - as indeed was the case in the two previous annual reports - that tn~ 

£~~~~-q~!iQi!i~Q-~f-~-~~~~~Qi!~-~~~i£l_in_~t~~~-~~~t~c~-i~-ingi~~n~-~~~ 

Your rapporteur does not propose to restate here the proposals which were 

made in Mr ISRAEL's report for 1982 and which were 
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explored rather more fully in Lord BETHELL's report for 1983 

• since these are views with which she Largely concurs. 

Most of the main points m3cie in this year's resolution were made in the two 

previous resolutions• with, so far, very little response from Commission or 

Council, or indeed indication of willingness by either institution to enter 

into any sort of dialogue with Parliament. 

Your rapporteur, however, would wish to mention one particular matter -

the question of the modalities for linking trade, aid and cooperation agreements, 

particularly preferential agreements, to minimal observance of human rights 

conditions. Your rapporteur, while recognising the legal complexities of this 

area and the Community's need to be seen to respect its international obligations 

('pacta sunt servanda') believes that this whole field requires careful 

reexamination. Apart from the legal and political complexities, there are also 

important human considerations: sanctions can injure those individuals in whose 

name they are applied. It could be argued that this was the case with the 

suspension, for example, of Community food aid to Vietnam in 1979 because of 

human rights violations by that country and its military interference in neighbouring 

countries. 

Your rapporteur believes, nevertheless, tha~ the policy applied with regard 

to the Amin regime in Uganda on the basis of Council's cecision of 

21.6.77 was correct and that the similar measures taken against Equatorial 

Guinea ar.d the Central African Republic were equally jus~ified. Your rapporteur 

hopes, therefore, that the Commission and the Council will be able to come 

forward with their views on how this policy could be further developed. 

Your rapporteur is aware of the widely held view that an 'ad hoc' policy 

is, at present, the only realistic one, and that a clear statement of policy 

would not make the Community more effective. Your rapporteur does not share 

this view. She believes that the agreement to include a public commitment to 

human rights and human dignity in the Lome III Convention during 1984 ~as extremely 

significant, set an important precedent, and that such a commitment could now 

be included in other preferential agreements. 
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Your rapporteur believes that the reluctance to travel too far 

down the'road towards a formal policy on human rights is to be found 

~rincipally among governments, civil servants and diplomats. She 

believes, therefore, that it is very much up to Parliament to press for 

progress in this area, and recalls t~t in the United States it was Largely 

Congressional pressure which Led to the introduction of legislation providing 

for the termination of economic assistance to governments which systematically 

engaged in gross abuses of internationally recongised human rights. 

IMPORTANCE o·F PUBLICITY 

By way of conclusion, your rapporteur would state that, by and large, 

policy and action on human rights should be public. This is not to denigrate 

human rights work performed by 'discreet' means, where success often depends on 

D21 embarassing a third country. And certainly tribute should be paid here to 

the personal. efforts of the European Parliament's Presidents in its first 

electoral term in making confidential demarch~. However, one must not lose 

sight of the fact that success in isotated cases, depending often on the ~oodwill' 

engendered by Hose diplomatic: r.elationships, can deflect attention from, or 

camouflage, '<fwflfespread pattern of- human rights violations. 

WherP violations are judged to be gross and systematic, your rapporteur 

believes th3t the Community and its Parliament have a duty to confront the 

offending government publicly, and should seek to interfere and bring pressure to bear 

as a matter of policy, putting human rights considerations before trade, 

strategic or any other considerations. 

Finally, therefore, your rapporteur wishes to restate her view that a 

coherent and comorchensive stat~ment of Community policy, as called for in 

the 1982 annual ~epo~t and the 1983 annual report, and also in the attached 

motion for a resolution ~ be forthcoming. So far, the Commission and Council., 

despite their statements of good intentions, and their own actions on human 

rights, clearly have not been willing to engage in any form of dialogue with 

the Parliament on this matter. If this situation continues, it calls into 

question their commitment t~ and the cre~iuility ot many of the founding tenets 

of the European Community. 
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OPINION 

(Rule 101 of the Rules of Procedure) 

of the Committee on Development and Cooperation 

Draftsman: Ms. Colette FLESCH 

On 17 December 1984, the Committee on Development and Cooperation 

appointed Ms FLESCH draftsman of the opinion. 

The Committee considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 26 March 

1985 and 24 April 1985. It adopted the draft opinion on 24 April unanimously. 

The following took part in the vote: Mrs Focke, Chairman; Mr Bersani, 

vice- chairman; Ms Flesch, draftsman; Mr Baget Bozzo, Mrs Cassanmagnago 

Cerretti, Mr Chinaud (deputizing for Mr Beyer de Ryke), Mr Fellermaier, 

Mr Luster, Mr Pearce (deputizing for Mrs Daly), Mrs Rabbethge, Mrs Schmit, 

Dr Sherlock (deputizing for Mr Simpson), Mrs Simons, Mr Toksvig (deputizing 

for Mr Ch. Jackson), Mr Ulburghs (deputizing for Mr Pannella) and Mr Verbeek. 
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INTRODUCTION

1 Since the previous opinion of the Committee !{as sought on the question of
1

human rights,'in March 19831, it has to be recogniSed that as far as the

develop.ing countries of the worLd are concerned there have been feu

.irnprovements. Yet, a number Of advances, and a centajn degree Of prOgress has

been accomplished jn this domain both in leLation to specific countries and in

retat.ion to the estabtishment of new muItiLateraI internationat commitments'

Such changes as these have contributed to an evoLution in the conceptual

approach which has been used'in assessing the internationaI human rights

situation; whiLe not weakening in any waY. our condemnatjon of jndividuaL

human rights violations, whenever they occur. But, the probtem is a cOnpLex

one, and aLthough the committee on DeveLopment and cooperat'ion fuLLy

recogn.ises the effort which the sub-committee on Human Rights of the Po'LiticaL

Affairs Committee and the Human RightS Unit have made in seeking to estabIisn

a thoroughly researched report, a number of comments and criticisms are

neve rthe less requi red.

Z. It is the objectjve of the dnaftsman for an cpin'ion of the Conmittee on

De,,reLopment and Cooperat'i on ro make such co'nments as constructive as poss'i bLe

irr order ihat tbe Europeaan ParLiament may de'retop an effective rcie on human

r.igh15, ineir piqmotion and their preservation particuLarty in tne context cf

ttie relaiicnship betHeen the European Ccinnunity and the ACP States'

j- Tile cre:ijcn oi an cfficiaL Sub-Ccmnnittee on !1uman Rights, by the iurooear.

:rarttamenr nor ont.y enhanced lhe ability cf the European Partiament to:ackLe

l.unan rights questions more efficientty; jt also created a body of some

consijerabte synboLic significance. This js to be ueIcomed' Limited

frnancial rneans, anC consequent Log'i st'i car. diffjcuIties preclude a fuLl'

iJeve,-oornent of the Sub-Committeets potent ial given that at L its members are

aLr:ady fr.,rLLy act ive in other areaS of parLianentary activity. BecauSe of

sucn facrors, the cojective of such a boCy cannot be to emuLate aLreadT

err:;ting hunan rights Organizations, but tc channeL their findings by

1rDraii:rnan: Mr D. Ei'lRiGHT - Doc 1/8'3i1
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t democrat'ic and parliamentary means, with the fuLI inherent authority of a

direct[y eLected internationaI partiament, in order to exert pressure on those

responsibLe for human rights vioLations. The Human Rights Unit, attached to

the Djrectorate General for Research and Documentation, provides an adequate

and essentiat administrative support for such nork'

4. It has been suggested by the Sub-committee that' partty through the

offices of InterparLiamentary DeLegations, human rights issues shoutd be

raised in a,,systematic and regutar wayrr. This may be usefut in a certain

number of cases, especiaL[y rhere the European ParIiament itse[f has voted

resoIutions concerning particutar cases'

5. However, by the adgption of a'rsystematjc and regutar'r approach, the

Eurooean Partiament may run the risk of making our efforts too predictabLe,

and.in a sense, making them therefore banaL. Members are atL aware of ihs

various ways that pressure can be brought to bear on any recalcitrant

government - by creating a high media coverage campaign, bY uitholding

f.inanciat or technicaL support, bY informaL dipLomatic channeLs, and so on'

Thetypeofpressurebroughttobearwou|d,ingeneraltermsbearsome
reLationship to the degree to which human rights are violated, and rhjch human

rights are violated.

6. This opinion concurs wjth the view expressed in the Sub-Committee on Human

Rights that'..... by and Large, policy and action on human rights shouLd be

public. This is not to denigrate human rights work performed by "discreet"

means, where success Often depends On not embarraSsing a third cguntry"'

7. H6wever, more needS to be said about the nature of human rights, draving

.i n oart'i cuLar on the area of competence of the Committee on Devetopmerlt 6nd

Cooperation, and on the work of the ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consuttative

AssenrbLy.

g. At an infQrmaL rneet.i ng which uas heLd jn December 1984 in Strasbourg

betxeen the president of the Committee on DeveLopment and Cooperaticn' the

Vjce-president of the potiticaL Affa'irs Committee, the Chajrman and Rapporteur

of the Sub-Committee on Human Rights and the Rapporteur of the ACP-EEC ad hoc
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tlorking Group On Human Rights, the DeveLopment Committee spokesman considered

that, at that time, the emphases pLaced on certain aspects of the draft report

were detrimentat to its overaIt objective. This vas particuLarty true in

retation to the tack of historieat assessment, and in retation to the baLance

between the negative and positive etements concerning the ACP count|ies,

associated with the EEC via the Lome convention. There vere atso some

inconsjstencies concerning specific countrjes, and a number of unfounded

generaLisations yere nade. These criticisms were subsequent[y considered and

in some cases, modifications were made to the griginaL draft'I

1

I
I

I
I

be appropriate to incIude the resotution and exptanatory

human rights adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint committee meeting in

Januarylg85asanannextothereportofthePotiticatAffairs

9. It would

statement on

Bujumbura in

Comm i t tee.

Count r. i es of the

.10. Due emphasis shoutd be given to the fact that a number of countries in

Latin America and Central America have changed the nature of their pot"iticaL

regirnes by in'i tiating democratic reforms and direct eLect'ions' Such js the

case for Argent.ina, Brazil, uruguav, BoLivia, El Satvador and Nicaragua'

Given the degree of human rights vioLat'ions by the dictatorships, vioIations

r,;h.i ch were oarticutarLy brutaL and barbaric' as jn chite, and the corrup:ion

..ri,icn of:en accompanieO nOn-denrociatic governments, and the consequen:

diffjcuLties in extricating such counir.ies frqm a very serious, aven d;-amatic

economjc pLight exacerbated by years of rniLitary or authoritarian ruIe, the

draftsman fcr the opinion cons'iders that such factors need to be emphasised'

Disiinct'ions shouLd be made aLso bet*een vioLations of civit and political

rigtrts by governments or their agents, or by individuat terrorist groups,

thotrgh both deserve the criticism. Freguent omission of historicaL criteria

5ive a rnisLeading sLant to many of the other,rise justified crit:'c'i sms ihat can

be nnade of tne human rights situation in this region'
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• 
Countries of Asia and Australasia 

11. Asia has suffered more than any other continent since the Second World 

War as a result of gross violation of human rights, mass killing and genocide; 

not to mention foreign military occupation and war. Concerning "Indo-China", a 

simplistic view has to be avoided to adequately reflect the situation as 

regards human rights given the turbulent past. But if the object of criticism 

should fall on Vietnam alone as an agressive power in the region, a Lack of 

balance in judgment could result in undermining the credibility of any 

protests which we might make. Military occupation of Kampuchea, as unpleasant 

as that may be and as contrary to international laws and conventions as that 

may be, has according to most reports led to a certain improvement in respect 

of h~man rights compared to the regime of Pol Pot, who still contro~s sections 

of Kampuchea. The situation in the region, and in particular the problem of 

refugees, merits atention because of the frequent abuse of human rights and 

the great human suffering that is taking place. A commitment by the European 

Parliament to give financial and technical support to refugees- both for the 

'boat people' and those who are in camps on the Thai border would be welcome. 

Countries of the ACP regions which are parties to the Lome Convention and the 

countries of southern Africa 

12. Because of the effects of colonial rule, more marked on the African 

continent than on any other; the assessment of the human rights situation 

becomes more hazardous - with the notable exception of South Africa where the 

criticisms contained in the resolution are amply justified. The ACP-EEC Joint 

Committee resolution states, in this case (inter alia) 

"1. Again condemns the South African apartheid regime for its crimes and for 

the repeated violations of human rights of which it is guilty; 

2. Notes that South Africa has not ceased its attempts to destabilize its 

neighbours and refuses to comply with the non-agression pacts concluded 
2 with them; 

2 l . Reso ut1on ~n southern Africa adopted by the Joint Committee on 
31 January 1985 in Bujumbura (Burundi) paras. 1 and 2 - CA/CP/534/fin. 
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l3.Theinstitut.ionsoftheLomeConvention'notab|.ytheAcP.EEcJoint
committee and consuttative Assembl'y (to become the Joint Assembty in Septenber

1985) provide a valuabte and unjque pIatform for North-South cooperation' As

wetLastechnjcaLaspectsofcooperation,poLiticataffairsareaLso
discussed, and to an'increasing extent these have become a satient feature of

our meetings. Largety as a resuLt of the deliberations of the AcP Jo'int

Committee and Consuttative Assemb[y, a number of nen items have been

incorporated in the Lome III Convention signed in December 1984 and due to be

fulty ratified durjng the course of this year. lilost notabte amongst these are

the inctusion of references to human rights, noted by thq Sub-committee on

Human Rights in'its motion for a resotution'

14. In addit'ion to th'i s, the ConsuLtat jve AssembLy decided to create an ad

hoc !/|lorking Gror.rp on Human Rights, which reported its findings to the Joint

comm.ittee in January 1gg5. Not onty Has the working Group cornposed of equal

numbers of ACP and European ParLiament representatives, jt was aLso abte to

reach a consensus on matters which untiL that time had been cons'icered to be

taboo subjects. One of the factors which faciIitated agreement was the

introduction of the various concepts of human rights as seen from a Eurocean

and an ACP perspective, incLuding the right to devetopment' Due emphasis was

aLso placec on the h istorico-cuLturaL differences reLated to hunan rights'

bear.:n? in n.i nd their universaIity. ihe ad hoc tdorkjng GrouF considereo

,rar:ous aspecis of human rights poLicy, outlined in paragraon 29 of the'.i;"

;^ep?.! ,,Beyond our common COmmitment tc oppgse atI human rights viol'at icns -

torrure, imprisonrnent and detentjon rithOut triaL, summary executions, the

Ceniar of freedom of expression and the right to equaLjty before the Law, and

so cnz as def.ined in the universaL DecLaration of Human Rights - there exist

oihe: issues/ the understand'ing of uhich can contribute to the furthering of

human righti in more generat terms. They are issues vhich in the context of a

cLoser poLit'ical coopertion between the North and the south - for rhich ihe

A,-p-::i Jo.i nt AssembLy is'i deaLly suitec - t.le can usefuLty discuss racis;,

nat.icnaIism, the right to deveLopment, and the fight against hunger in the
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LJorLd.'ItaLsoendorsedonepointinparticutarrcontainedinacouncitof
I ;;;; n.po.. on Devetopment cooperation and Human Rights3 that the right to

deveLopment must serve the deveLopment of human rights in their

indivisibiLity, and that deveLoprnent must aim towards the promotion of human

dignity,notsoLeIyeconornicandmateriaLweLt.being''.

15. In recent discussions on human rights the concept of the right to

deveLopmenthasfeaturedstrongLy.However,nodefinitionofthetermhas
been wideLy accepted. lle beLjeve that the term 'right to development'

concerns not on[y the votume of devetopment funds prov'ided for deveLoping

countriesbythedevetopedcountries,butalsotheuayinuhichthe
deve|opmentass.istanceisused.llJhenreferringtotherighttodeveLopmentue
shoul.l make it cLear that this means right of the individuaL to benefit

d'i rect Ly f rom the development assi stance prov'ided by aid donors'

16. Cne of the observations made was "it is ctear that an itnprovement in the

underLying economjc situation in a fiven country may have a positive effect on

the progress of human rights even though this is not necessarity the case'

lrJhere there is a cont'i nuat unfair distribution of income and !'eaLth' and uhere

it is onLy a priviLeged eLite wh'ich benefits from the state's actjvities as in

Haiti, for exampLe then cLearLy human rights are detrimentaLty affected' The

rigni to de,relopnent muSt, therefore, if it is to have a positive impact on

human riohts, be Linkerj as far as possible to all the peoples in the ccuntrtes

ccncerned and not, me.eLy, to a privi Leged eLite"'

17- No hierarchy of human rights was estabLished'in the report presenred tc

the Joint Committee, yet it was made cLear that different sociaI and ecenomjc

ccniexts necess.itate a different approach and a different strategy for the

uLtimate attainment of a greater clegree of freedom'

'l 8. The work of the ACP-EEC rrJork ing Group on Hufilan Rights in no way prevents

the parLjament from expressing its severe condemnation of ind'ividuaL human

rights vioLat ions, as for exampLe 'in the case of the foLLowing resoLut'ions

refer.red to the committee on 0eveloprnent and cooperation:

"Ref. see p. 1/+ FL€SCH report
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Doc.2-1292184

Doc. 2-1293t84

Doc. 2-13O7 /84

Doc. 2'1435/84

by t'lr VERGEER and others on behaLf of the EPP Group on the

situation in Uganda (responsibte: PoLiticaI Affairs)

by Mr BERSANi and others on the recent arrests in South

Africa (resoonsibte: PoliticaL Affairs)

by Mr SCHIIALBA-HoTH and others on the detentjon of Kamoji

|.lACHIIRA (Kenya) (responsibte: PoLiticaL Affajrs)

by Mr GLINNE, Mrs VAN DEN HEUVEL and ftlrs DURY on torture

in Zai re (respons'ible: PoLiticaI Affairs)
'.i

{

18. The dramatic pLight of mitLions of refugees in Africa, to which the EEC

and the internationaL community in general has contributeri much in order to

aLLevjate and resoLve the problem needs to be fuLLy expLored. The probtem of

refugees is a probLem of hunan rights - particutarLy -in the socjaL or

deve Lopnent sense. But, thei r status cannot eas i ly be modi f ied wi thout

mass.ive nationaL and internationat aid efforts, Lead'ing uLtimateLy to

voiuntary repatriat'ionl and this on[y when the underlying poLiticaI and

economic difficuLt'ies causing peopte to ftee in Iarge numbers in the first
olace, have been resoLved satisfactori Ly.

icui-riries of the rrJear Esst,, lliddte €ast and North Af rtca

19- in the i4aghreb, Mashreq ancj israeL; the vari ous degrees of hurnan nights

,.icr at'ions stemming f r.on reL igious sectarianisn and cutturel antagcnism, or

from more traditicnal poLiticaL hostitity can in time have a destabiLizing

ef"fect on tlre regicn as a uhoLe, particularLy given the spread of IsLamic

fr,ncanentaLjsm. In this context, and Ejven that ex'i sting cooperat'ion

agreements have no hruman rights reference contained in them, consideration

shcul.d be given to aoproaching the subject in a simiLar tray to that adopted

fcr the drscussion between the European Part'iament and the ACP countries. The

growrng potiticaL and econ.omic impcrtance for the estabLishment cf a gLobaL

ilediterranean poLicy shor:Ld nor ignore the human rights aspect of the

si tr,iai ior:.
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• The political represeion in Iran, and the mass executions directed against 

minority communities such as the Kurds and the Bahai has reached alarming 

proportions. Exacerbated by the war between Irak and Iran, internal 

repression is still on the increase. The lack of individual and collective 

freedom within Iran poses a serious menace to the stability of the region. 

The activities of the Libyan Government, both domestically and 

internationally has led to the persistant violation of human rights, and 

due emphasis needs to be placed on this in the report 

General Remarks 

20. - The EEC and its Member States should actively promote the ratification 

of the Treaty on the abolition of slavery. 

-Can the Political Affairs Committee not examine possibilities for a 

further harmonization of the laws governing political asylum in the 

Member States? 

GENERAL CONCLUSION 

21. The Development Committee wishes to reaffir~ its posi:ion, as cont3i~ed 

ln the Opinion for the Political Affairs Committee, adopted in March 198~ 

(c~ted above) that: 

- the Community should avoid, as far as is possible, all partnership wi:

governmerts which have grossly violated human rights and that in such 

cases, humanitarian aid should be administered directly through 

non-governmental organizations of a non-partisan nature; 

fooc and medical aid, in particular, should not be made conditional on ~~e 

political situation in the recipient countries, and ever/ effort must ~e 

made to ensure that such aid reaches the one section of the population :J 

which it is intended. 
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22. The primary objective of a constructive human rights policy must be to 

bring about a greater degree of freedom for the individual. Demagogic • 

commitments on human rights issues should be avoided at all costs, and more 

must be done to attack the underlying roots of human rights violations, in 

particular as this effects the rights of nations and peoples to their social, 

cultural, religious, economic and political freedom. 
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